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https://www.reverbnation.com/enterthebluesky

https://www.facebook.com/EnterTheBlueSky

PRESS
Canvas Rebel - https://bit.ly/3wDbjVR
Presidio Sentinel - https://bit.ly/3uq0JyF
Mission Times Courier - https://bit.ly/3zeoY4u
The Dusty Futon podcast - https://bit.ly/2GVAzMC
Uptown News feature - https://bit.ly/2V8nfxb

LISTEN OR WATCH
Wanderlust official music video - https://youtu.be/1uuaOOC4Pyw
She - https://youtu.be/jfk6apTv7go?si=V7P-isxG5704QepL
No Soy de Aquí (ni soy de allá) - https://bit.ly/2TFOcVA
So Confused - https://youtu.be/S4rFiA-Fc-o?si=AK76KLIN8QZdnzNx
In a Fallow Field - https://youtu.be/p6PgZjIqBno?si=u51W8E0BwhyzZK2k
Music Spotlight San Diego with Gary Lee - https://apple.co/3uqB8Fz

MEMBERS
Sandé Lollis - Lead vocals, guitar
Karen Childress-Evans - Viola, backing vocals
Tina Dee - Guitar, backing vocals

CONTACT
Sandé Lollis • 619.316.0808

enterthebluesky@gmail.com
enterthebluesky.com

https://www.youtube.com/enterthebluesky

https://www.enterthebluesky.com
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BIOS
Talented indie folk trio Enter the Blue Sky has a knack for spinning captivating tales through 

music. Their blend of poetic lyrics and original melodies creates a feeling that’s both nostalgic 

and thought-provoking. Backed by expressive instrumentals and tight harmonies, their music 

draws you in with its sincerity and charm. They’ve earned well-deserved recognition, scoring 

a nomination for Best Americana Artist 

of the Year at the 2022 San Diego 

Music Awards, and winning the title of 

Best New Country Band of the Year 

at the North America Country Music 

Associations International competition 

in the same year.

Award-winning vocalist and songwriter 

Sandé Lollis writes all songs for the 

band. As the rhythm guitarist and lead singer of Enter the Blue Sky, she possesses an unmistakable 

glow, her voice a powerful beacon that draws you in. Sandé’s talent has not gone unnoticed, 

earning her a well-deserved nomination for Best Country or Americana Artist at the 2023 San 

Diego Music Awards.

Violist Karen Childress-Evans infuses the band with an effervescent energy. With her innovative 

and stirring accompaniments, she creates a combination of rich ambiance, playful motifs, and a 

distinctive sound. Karen’s vocal contribution adds the final flourish to their three-part harmony, 

completing the ensemble’s dynamic sound.

Rhythm guitarist and backing vocalist Tina Dee, enriches the band with a mix of melody and 

rhythm. Her fingerpicking and bass notes intertwine with the trio’s arrangements, adding depth 

and texture. With a dedicated spirit and infectious enthusiasm, she skillfully crafts harmonies 

that elevate each song and fit beautifully with the 

rest of the trio.

Each member of Enter the Blue Sky is committed 

to creating a vibrant and welcoming atmosphere of 

sound that becomes their own musical universe. We 

suggest you listen often.
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(Left to right) Karen Childress-Evans, viola and backing vocals; Sandé Lollis, lead vocal and guitar; Tina Dee, 
guitar and backing vocals. Photo by Ghia Larkins


